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ABSTRACT 

 

In a power plant, synchronous machine work as an alternator after coupling with a prime mover (turbine). 

Machine discussed in this paper is a special alternator of 1500MVA rating used to supply power in a short 

circuit test laboratory. This alternator was initially driven by a prime mover.  It is well known that a single 

synchronous machine can work at a time either as a motor or as a generator. With this concept, the prime 

mover of the said alternator was removed to make it in dual mode operation. This is achieved with the help 

of three static devices; they are static frequency converter (SFC), static excitation system (SES) and power 

electronic controllers. This paper begins with the detailed description of SFC and SES. Thereafter it looks 

into the starting techniques in pulse link mode and synchronous mode. Commutation methods for 

thyristors under different bridges are also listed out. It has also been explained about running this large 

machine as motor and converting it to generator for extracting power required for electrical tests. Various 

modes of operation (e.g. starting, running & stopping) and their inter changeability are also mentioned 

herewith. Savings in energy is the major outcome of the dual mode operation of this large machine. The 

energy saving techniques adopted on this machine is also part of this paper.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Starting difficulties in synchronous machine have restricted its popular use. Normally an 

additional device is required to facilitate the starting process. This device can be static or rotating 

one. Under the static device SFC technology is being used worldwide in the field of gas turbine 

base power plant, pump storage power plant, rail, aircraft and ship [1] – [5]. Use of SFC for a 

short circuit alternator is very much unique [6]. Short circuit alternator is a specially designed 

synchronous generator use to deliver power in electrical tests. Among these tests short circuit test 

is the most critical, that requires high amount of energy. As SFC gives input to the stator, rotor 

also requires field excitation. In earlier days conventional synchronous machines were energised 

with rotating exciters. During 1961 these rotating exciters were started replacing with static 

excitation system [7]. Short circuit alternator discussed in this paper also gets field power from 

static excitation system. Figure 1 depicts this alternator that was driven with a motor for ten years 

and presently running without motor. Its single line diagram is shown in figure 2. 
 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 

In the absence of driving motor the alternator has to be started as synchronous motor. 

Synchronous motor is not a self starting machine. It’s a doubly excited machine which requires 

power input both in stator and rotor windings. These powers are sourced from static devices for 
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this machine. Stator terminals of the alternator get supply from SFC whereas; SES energises the 

rotor field winding (fig.2). 

 

 

Figure 1. Short circuit alternator with & without driving motor. 

 

 

Figure 2. Static drive and excitation systems. 

 

2.1.  STATIC FREQUENCY CONVERTER 
 

Frequency converters are of many types. The static frequency converter (SFC) is a combination 

of two 6-pulse thyristor bridges connected by a DC link (smoothing) reactor (fig. 2) and control 

equipment [8]. The bridge connected to the source side is called network bridge (NB). It converts 

line frequency supply to pulsating DC which is filtered by the smoothing reactor. This DC output 

is inverted to three-phase AC by the other bridge called machine bridge (MB). MB is connected 

to the stator terminals of the machine. The MB output frequency is varied from a very low value 

up to the nominal value by the SFC controller. Both these bridges can be made converter or 
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inverter depending upon the machine requirements [9]. SFC control cubicle takes care of 

different parameters and sets the thyristor firing angle accordingly [10]-[12]. 

 

2.2.  STATIC EXCITATION SYSTEM 
 

To magnetise the air gap of the synchronous machine, its rotor (field) winding is excited with a 

dc source. This dc power is maintained here by static excitation system (SES) [13]. It is known 

that the power factor and harmonic components of the utility input line current can be improved 

by the poly-pulse AC/DC converter [14]. With this concept SES is a converter of 12-pulse 

configuration made from a series combination of two six pulse thyristor bridges (fig.2). A special 

converter transformer is used to supply power in SES. Converter transformer in SES has one 

primary (delta) and two secondary windings (star & delta) with 30° phase shift between them. 

These secondary windings feed three phase ac inputs to two separate controlled rectifiers in SES. 

Combined dc output from these bridges flow field current in the rotor winding and creates 

magnetic field. Field current is controlled by controlling the firing angle of bridge thyristors [15] 

with a power electronic controller (PEC). PEC acts very fast in a µsec range during the excitation 

period [16]. 

 

3.  OPERATING PRINCIPLE 
3.1. MOTOR MODE 
 

For the torque generation (to move the rotor) co-ordination of all the above bridges is very much 

important. It is explained (fig.3) in the following steps:  

 

• SFC feeds the stator winding very low frequency pulses thereby activating the ‘Pulse link 

mode’.  

• Two out of three thyristor legs of machine bridge (MB) are fired which passes current 

through two windings at a time. This current produces stator magnetic flux Φi. 

• Vector Φi rotates in steps of 60 degrees according the sequence of the fired pairs of thyristor. 

• The SES supplies current to the rotor field winding producing a magnetic flux Φe. 

• The torque produced in the motor Tm = C•id•cosϕ•Ψ, where 
C=constant, id =average current in DC link 

φ=phase difference between current and voltage 

Ψ=motor flux, which is directly proportional to Um/n 

Where, Um=Motor voltage, n=speed (revolution). 

 

The torque reaches a maximum value when magnetic flux Φe is perpendicular to flux Φi. It turns 

the rotor into direction of the acting force. After the rotor has turned by 60 degrees, the next pair 

of thyristor is fired (turning vector Φi, by 60 degrees, producing again a maximum torque on the 
rotor). The initial low speed (150rpm) rotation is called ‘Turning Gear’. Being low back emf the 

natural commutation for SFC thyristors is not possible hence forced commutation is used. To get 

the full speed of 3000rpm MB output frequency is increased by changing the thyristor firing 

angle. The higher speed is called ‘Synchronous mode’. Here natural commutation of thyristor is 

possible. The thyristor commutation steps in the bridges are given in the next paragraphs. 

 

3.1.1. AT LOW SPEED 
 

� The machine does not supply enough voltage for thyristor self commutation in MB. 

� The NB therefore supports commutation in Pulse Mode. So each time when the current 

in the MB has to be commutated : 

– The NB reduces the DC current to zero. 
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– The thyristors of the inverter start to block. 

– After which the new thyristor pair at the MB is fired again. 

 

3.1.2. AT HIGHER SPEED 
 

� The voltage at the inverter terminal is high enough to commutate the thyristors. 
� The current through the newly fired thyristor increases rapidly while it reduces in the 

earlier fired thyristor to bring it in blocking state.         

    

 

Figure 3.  SFC MB output and torque generation. 

 

3.1.1. AT LOW SPEED 
 

� The machine does not supply enough voltage for thyristor self commutation in MB. 

� The NB therefore supports commutation in Pulse Mode. So each time when the current 

in the MB has to be commutated : 

– The NB reduces the DC current to zero. 

– The thyristors of the inverter start to block. 

– After which the new thyristor pair at the MB is fired again. 

 

3.1.2. AT HIGHER SPEED 
 

� The voltage at the inverter terminal is high enough to commutate the thyristors. 

� The current through the newly fired thyristor increases rapidly while it reduces in the 

earlier fired thyristor to bring it in blocking state.            

 

3.2. GENERATOR MODE 
 

Conversion of motor mode to generator is must to draw power from the machine. In this process 

thyristor pulses of SFC bridges are blocked to stop the power flow from the grid. Field regulation 

is then adjusted by the controller in the SES and the machine is changed from motor to generator 
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mode. The output voltage appears at the stator terminals is equal to the set reference voltage. 

OCC plotted for this generator is shown in figure 4. The generator feeds the required power to 

the test object. One of such test results of voltage and current is depicted in figure 5.  After one 

test cycle the machine is required to bring back to motor mode to regain its drop in speed. To 

implement this, SFC is made active by releasing the thyristor pulses. The motor attains full speed 

and is ready for the next cycle of operation. This process is repeated till the completion of all the 
test cycles under one category of test. 

 

  

Figure 4.  OCC: Stator voltage versus rotor current. 

 

 

Figure 5. V & I on test equipment (circuit breaker). 

 

4.  ENERGY SAVING ASPECTS 
 

This special alternator has many edges over the conventional one. The most important is the 

savings in the electrical energy consumption. There are several techniques by which these 

savings are achieved. Some of them are briefly explained in the following paragraphs. 
 

4.1. ABSENCE OF DRIVING MOTOR 
 

Removal of 2300kW driving motor from this alternator contributed the following benefits: 

 

• Absence of windage and friction losses on motor. 

• Reduced vibration and noise. 

• Elimination of driving motor auxiliary systems. These are air cooling fan of 9kW, 

lubrication oil pump, water cooling pump etc. 

• Cut on maintenance and expenditure involved on motor including down time of the 

plant. 
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4.2. MOTOR MODE 
 

SFC is the one of the best known static drive for starting of heavy machines. This 1500MVA 

alternator at motor mode draws only 94 Amp at the starting; that too is increased very smoothly. 
Speed is also reached from 0 to 150 rpm. Hence the grid is not loaded at all during the starting 

process. This 150 rpm rotation of the machine is called turning gear. ‘Pulse link mode’ is 

activated by the SFC for this speed. Nature of thyristor commutation is ‘forced’ and the machine 

can be kept at turning gear as long as required to stabilise the various parameters. To increase the 

speed, pulse link mode is changed to ‘Synchronous mode’ (fig.6) to get the full speed of 

3000rpm. Thyristor commutation is ‘natural’ at this mode and current drawn at this speed is 230 

Amp. This doesn’t happen during the starting of any conventional high power machine, which 

draws high starting current. Major part of this high starting current in other methods normally 

wasted in the form of heat. This is not the case for this machine.  
 

 

Figure 6. Soft starting process. 

4.3. EASY MODE CHANGE 
 

With the help of SFC the machine can be changed from ‘Synchronous mode’ (3000rpm) to ‘Pulse 

link mode’ (150rpm) and vice versa very easily. It is a unique feature of the SFC. Sometimes 

there is sufficient gap between two tests. For this idle period the machine is normally kept on 

reduced speed (150rpm) at ‘Turning gear’ mode. Power requirement at turning gear is only 

4.5kW. Whereas, at full speed (i.e. at 3000 rpm), the machine used to draw 950kW (fig.7). Other 

benefits of turning gear are low friction & windage losses and reduced vibrations & noise. Load 

on the auxiliary systems are also reduced at low rpm of the machine. 

 

    

Figure 7. Comparison of power drawn. 
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4.4. UNLOADING THE GRID 
 

During the test cycle high amount of energy is drawn from the generator. If generator is 

electrically connected then that power will be drawn from the grid. To prevent this, pulses of the 

SFC thyristors are blocked to stop conduction of the bridges. As a backup protection a physical 
isolation is also given through a circuit breaker, so that there will not be any continuity with the 

source. The test power is drawn from the inertia only. As a result of this, a small amount of drop 

in the speed is observed, which is recovered again in motor mode operation. 

 

4.5. HIGH OPERATING POWER FACTOR 
 

SFC normally operates in high power factor range (0.8 to 0.9). To compensate the reactive power 

drawn for the field excitation, power factor controller is installed, which resulted in energy 

saving.  

 

4.6. REGENERATIVE BRAKING 
 
Conventional stopping process of a machine under full speed involves a huge loss of energy. 

Other than wasting the stored energy in rotating masses some additional energy is also required 

to apply braking. All the energy is mostly dissipated in the form of heat. In place of conventional 

technique, regenerative braking is used for this machine. SFC has a great role to achieve this. It 

converts the machine into generator mode; MB acts as a converter and NB as an inverter. In this 

process the mechanical energy stored in the rotor under spinning is transformed into electrical 

energy and feeds back to the supply grid. The stopping time is also very less than the traditional 
methods. 

 

5.  CONCLUSION 
 

Use of static drive for the operation of short circuit alternator is quite flexible. Practical 

utilization of motor-generator reversible theory has been implemented nicely with the SFC 

technology. It is very much interesting that a big machine of 1500MVA capacity can be started 

softly drawing only 94 Amps (initial value) from the supply source. The state of art technology 

eases the monitoring, control and fault diagnosis of the system. The absence of driving motor 

gives us savings on energy, maintenance and down time of the generator. Operating power factor 

is also the highest among this type of machines. Speed of the machine can be set according to the 

need. Technology up-gradation has major impact on energy conservation aspects. The plant is 

now run with lesser units of energy. Environmental issues are also taken by using the 

regenerative braking. Otherwise the braking process emits a lot heat in the atmosphere. 

Vibration, noise level, frictional and windage losses are also minimized in this new system. With 

many great features the system is operating absolutely trouble free and this technology can be 
extended to other applications also. 
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